
CONTENT
MARKETING
FOR BEGINNERS
10 Steps to Start the
Conversation



“Content marketing is a strategic marketing approach

focused on creating and distributing valuable, relevant,

and consistent content to attract and retain a clearly-

defined audience — and, ultimately, to drive profitable

customer action.”

Joe Pulizzi, Founder, Content Marketing Institute









DEFINE YOUR GOALS1.





A buyer persona is a semi-fictional representation

of your ideal customer based on market research

and real data about your existing customers. When

creating your buyer persona(s), consider including

customer demographics, behaviour patterns,

motivations, and goals. The more detailed you are,

the better.

2. KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE





Use keyword tools
Look at your competitors
Think about your buyer personas' issues and
pain points
Think about how topics relate to the buyer's
journey
Build topic clusters

3. CREATE A TOPIC LIST





Plan your content in advance
3 months is a good place to start
Think content type, topics, buyer
stage journey, platform, seasonality
Share with stakeholders

4. CREATE A CONTENT CALENDAR





Create skimmable content
Create long-form content
Use PDFs and ebooks for longer
articles

5. MIX YOUR CONTENT LENGTH



Use one keyword phrase per
article
Keyword phrase should appear in
title (H1) and subheadings (H2)
Use a keyword tool to research
Avoid keyword stuffing!

6. KEYWORDS ARE KEY







Posts with images attract 94%
more traffic than those without
Images break up text & make
posts easier to read
Images aid comprehension
Think stock photos, graphs,
infographics

7. USE VISUALS



One piece of content can be
replicated across multiple formats
Use your top performing content
Videos, infographics, ebooks,
podcasts, webinars, slide decks...

8. REPURPOSE YOUR CONTENT



Think about optimum publishing
times
Think about the channels your buyer
personas use
Tweak the message for each platform
Share internally as well as externally

9. PUBLISH & SHARE



Use Google Analytics or Hubspot
Key metrics: traffic source, bounce
rate, time on page, signups, CTR,
exit rate, social media engagement
Learn what's working & what isn't

10. ANALYSE







QUESTIONS?



trginternational.com/digital-advisory/digital-marketing/

timmyruss@trginternational.com

THANK YOU FOR JOINING!


